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Many causes of infertility correlate to specific stages of reproduction. Ma et al. [1] investigated possible postimplantation reproductive failure due to nuclear (nDNA) and mitochondrial (mtDNA) genome incompatibility. In normal cells, nDNA and mtDNA produce protein subunits that cooperate to ensure enzymatic functionality. Mitochondrial DNA proliferation and activity also depend on factors encoded by nDNA, and these nDNA proteins must sync up with regulatory motifs in mtDNA to be effective.
As a result of their interweaving activities, these genomes have coevolved. Like two gears in a clock, each is shaped to work in tandem with the other. This is significant when it comes to interspecies reproduction, because each subspecies has gears of different shapes. Certain combinations may preserve functionality, whereas others may completely fail. Ma et al. sought to determine where these breakdowns happened, and why, in two subspecies of mice.
An inability to exclude nuclear alleles from maternal mtDNA, thus allowing for a certain degree of hybrid survival that clouded results on interspecies incompatibility, has limited previous research. Ma and colleagues circumvented this limitation by establishing a novel transfer method: reciprocal mtDNA replacement through pronuclear transfer. They verified that mtDNA and nDNA in their mouse models came from different sources with minimal overlap through sequencing and comparison with two different controls. After establishing distinct groups of mice, the investigators could identify the true source of the incompatibility that led to the most severe expressions of infertility.
The investigators used two subspecies: Mus musculus domesticus (B6) and Mus musculus musculus (PWD). The group of mice with B6 nDNA and PWD mtDNA developed normally with reduced male fertility that was not passed on to later generations. In comparison, the group with PWD nDNA and B6 mtDNA suffered from high embryonic loss or stillbirth of term-delivered pups-only one female survived to adulthood, with no pregnancy success before her death. However, hybrid mice produced with mixed nDNA by normal breeding showed functional rescue, with standard development and fertility in primary and subsequent generations.
The fertile B6 nDNA-PWD mtDNA mouse line has been established with stable long-term results, adding to the collective resources available to reproductive biologists. Future studies that build from these findings have the potential to deepen our knowledge of reproductive disorders currently lacking a cure that are related to mitochondrial mutations.
